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BOOK REVIEW

Assessing Jordan B. Peterson’s contribution to the
psychology of wellbeing:
A book review of 12 Rules for Life
Paul T. P. Wong

Abstract: This article first critically examines the Jordan B. Peterson phenomenon and the
popular appeal of his book, 12 Rules for Life. It then evaluates this book’s contribution to the
psychology of wellbeing in four areas: (a) the psychology of religious values, (b) the importance
of personal responsibility, (c) accepting suffering as the foundation for wellbeing, and (d) the
process of finding one’s meaning based on personal sacrifice and negotiating a balance between
chaos and order. Finally, it examines empirical support for his ideas, as well as his contribution
to the emerging domain of existential positive psychology. Finally, implications for the future
of positive psychology research and interventions are discussed.

1. Introduction
Jordan Peterson is an enigma. At present, he is the best-known public psychologist (Murphy,
2018), but also the least understood, because of the opacity of his views (Johnson, 2018). “It can
be tough to parse the Peterson phenomenon. For one thing, it seems as if there are multiple
Petersons, each appealing to, or in some cases alienating, separate audiences” (Bartlett, 2018).
Peterson enjoys the status of a rock star in psychology, giving interviews at almost all the major
talk shows, speaking to sold-out theatres in major cities around the Western world, and selling
more than two million copies of his 12 Rules for Life in less than a year. However, for all his
media and financial successes, he is also the most hated psychologist for his political and
cultural views.
Those who hate him either dismiss his book offhand, or read it critically in order to discredit it.
He has alienated most of his colleagues (see Schiff, 2018) and offended a huge swath of
academia. Even some of his academic friends have carefully distanced themselves from him,
afraid of being painted by the same brush. He used to speak regularly at the Meaning
Conferences that I organize (www.meaning.ca), but now, a few of my colleagues have even
criticized me for daring to speak about his recent book at the 2018 Meaning Conference (Wong,
2018a).
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Slayback (2018) has provided a partial explanation of why Peterson has become hated by so
many intellectuals—the main reason is his intellectual arrogance and courage in attacking his
colleagues in the humanity and social sciences departments for their ideology. Another reason
is that he refuses to play the traditional academic game of research and publications in refereed
journals, and yet he is able to achieve greater success through mastering social media,
especially YouTube, with more than 1.6 million subscribers and more than 79.8 million views at
time of writing (Social Blade, 2018).
2. The Peterson phenomenon demands attention
About 80% of Peterson’s admirers are males, but for very different reasons, as reported in
Maclean’s (Köhler, 2018). Similarly, several of my clients from different walks of life have also
been helped by Peterson’s 12 Rules for Life; some even told me that his book had been more
helpful than positive psychology books. Numerous Jordan Peterson study groups and Meetup
groups have sprung up spontaneously to better understand his 12 Rules for Life, providing
empirical support to Peterson’s appeal. His self-authoring program with Daniel M. Higgins
and Robert O. Pihl (www.selfauthoring.com) is based on the same theme of helping people sort
themselves out; this program has helped numerous people (Meadows, 2018; Schippers,
Scheepers, & Peterson, 2015).
3. Peterson is a cultural phenomenon
Peterson is an international bestseller and a cultural phenomenon who demands our attention.
In spite of all the criticisms directed against him and his 12 Rules for Life because of his cultural
and political views, it is an undeniable fact that many people have found help from reading his
book or doing his self-authoring program. As psychologists, especially those who identify as
positive psychologists, we need to ask: What is in this book that has attracted and helped so
many people? What does this book offer that is different or missing in the self-help books
authored by positive psychologists? It behooves us to assess Peterson’s book in an objective
manner so that we can find something to enrich our research and practice of the psychology of
wellbeing.
I believe that Peterson’s meteoric rise to fame was no accident—it was a phenomenon waiting
to happen. Several emerging currents have conflated to create a perfect storm, and Peterson
happened to be just the right person in the right place at the right time to become the conduit of
all the pent-up feelings of dissatisfaction with political correctness and secular materialism, in
addition to the yearning for meaning and spirituality in these chaotic times. Peterson had all
the necessary qualities and skills to pull off a one-man coup: a sterling academic background, a
charismatic camera and stage presence, and a large and wide-ranging intellect, as attested by
hundreds of hours of his engaging lectures and debates.
If we dismiss his work simply because he is a polarizing and controversial figure, we will do a
disservice to the discipline of psychology. It is legitimate to ask ourselves why he is able to
attract and impact so many people, in spite of the fact that his 12 Rules for Life is a complicated
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and frustrating book to read. Unlike other self-help books, 12 Rules for Life covers a wide range
of subjects, from theology and history, to evolutionary biology and personality psychology. It
also includes numerous digressions with his rants against identity politics, cultural Marxism,
and postmodern feminism. In this review, I will assess Peterson’s contribution to the
psychology of meaning and wellbeing. Therefore, I will not get involved in the maelstrom of
the cultural warfare swirling around him.
4. A preliminary analysis of Peterson’s popular appeal
My preliminary analysis suggests three main reasons for the appeal of Peterson’s 12 Rules for
Life. First of all, his straight-shooting, no-nonsense style of writing is a breath of fresh air for
young people educated in a campus climate of “coddling the American mind” (Lukianoff &
Haidt, 2018); they welcome his authentic voice telling them the brutal truth about themselves
and about the world in which they live. They respond positively to his pull-up-your-bootstraps
talk, as if they have been longing to hear such guidance from the authoritative father figure
they never had.
Secondly, he meets them where they are—at the bottom of a dominance hierarchy, a place of
despair, confusion, and resentment. He speaks with empathy and understanding, but does not
give them easy answers or phony promises. Instead, he shows them a way out of their miseries
on the condition that they aim at the highest good and make the necessary sacrifices for a better
future.
Thirdly, he lays down concrete steps to guide them to transform their lives and achieve their
heaven on earth. Although there is nothing new in his advice, which is based on traditional
Judeo-Christian values, he has a fresh new way of discussing these issues, and there is a
coherent and deep conceptual framework for the 12 rules as a package. He is also able to add
gravity and existential significance to scientific findings. For example, he is able to elevate
Mischel’s (1966) marshmallow study of delayed gratification to a higher spiritual plane of
making self-sacrifice for the greater good, as exemplified by Jesus’ death on the cross.
5. Peterson’s obfuscating writing style
Contrary to his own advice to be clear and precise in speech and thought, Peterson’s writing is
often ambiguous, verbose, and guilty of tautology—saying the same thing at an increasingly
deeper level. Critics may dismiss his writing as gobbledygook dressed up in pseudoprofundity. However, his admirers find his words tumbling out like cascading ocean waves,
inspiring them to look and think about many important issues in a deeper way. Readers can
form their own opinions by reading a quote from his overture that illustrates his recursive and
opaque writing style:
How could the world be freed from the terrible dilemma of conflict, on the one
hand, and psychological and social dissolution, on the other? The answer was
this: through the elevation and development of the individual, and through the
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willingness of everyone to shoulder the burden of Being and to take the heroic
path. We must each adopt as much responsibility as possible for individual life,
society and the world. We must each tell the truth and repair what is in disrepair
and break down and recreate what is old and outdated. It is in this manner that
we can and must reduce the suffering that poisons the world. It’s asking a lot. It’s
asking for everything (Peterson, 2018, p. xxxiii).
6. Overall assessment
6.1 Peterson’s unique view on the psychology of religious values
At the 2016 Meaning Conference, Peterson (2016) had already stressed the danger of nihilism
and totalitarianism following the destruction of traditional religious values by rationalism and
empiricism. He pointed out that neither a return to the past, nor individualistic heroism in
creating meaning and value is the proper solution. Instead, he proposed an alternative
approach based on the intersection of nature, culture, and individuals.
This approach recognizes that religious and cultural thinking is an important source of
“mythological truths” evolving over aeons and passed on to us as collective unconsciousness.
The values that enable us to survive individually and collectively are based on these religious
or mythological truths that teach us how to live meaningfully, in spite of the tragedies of life.
In the first two chapters, Peterson lays down the two pillars of truth. First, science is about the
truths or empirical laws of things in nature; second, religion is the narrative of the laws of
values or moral actions in human life. God or some sort of higher power is operating in both
spheres of reality. We need both domains to provide an adequate account of human existence.
Like many of the past luminaries in science (e.g., Francis Bacon, Isaac Newton, Albert Einstein)
and many scientists of the present day (Quester, 2018), Peterson believes in the existence of God
as the grounding for moral laws, because science, by virtue of its nature, is not capable of
providing a moral foundation or answering the ultimate question about God’s existence; in
fact, even modern science itself faces a moral challenge (Levin, 2006).
Both scientific research (Emmons, 2003; Hill & Pargament, 2003; Koenig, 1998; Routledge, 2018)
and philosophy (Carkner, 2016; Taylor, 2007) have presented a compelling case that religious
beliefs are not only rational but also vital for our wellbeing. Peterson believes our religious
worldviews or assumptions determine what the world will reveal to us. “Now you’re on a
whole different kind of trajectory … You make the necessary sacrifice, and allow a whole new
world of possibility, hidden from you because of your previous ambition, to reveal itself”
(Peterson, 2018, p. 100).
Unlike other positive psychologists, Peterson believes that certain preconditions need to be met
before one can live a meaningful life. If we choose to believe in transcendental values,
“meaning is something that comes upon you, of its own accord” (Peterson, 2018, p. 200). In
other words, meaning is something that will be revealed to people who are ready—who have
the right attitudes and values. “You can set up the preconditions, you can follow meaning,
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when it manifests itself, but you cannot simply produce it, as an act of will” (Peterson, 2018, p.
200).
This view is exactly the same as that expressed by Frankl (1985, 1986), who has long insisted
that meaning is discovered rather than created simply by arbitrary action. More specifically,
meaning can be discovered only if one has the meaning-mindset (Wong, 2012a) and the
motivation for self-transcendence (Wong, 2014a; Wong & Reilly, 2017). Research has shown
that worldview is important in shaping not only our perceptions, but also how science is done
(Medin, Lee, & Bang, 2014). Worldview is also an important factor in eudaimonic happiness
(Braaten & Huta, 2018).
Peterson’s rules are based on ancient wisdom, especially as found in the Bible. He argues that
by their very nature, human beings need to be guided by moral rules and spiritual values in
order to survive and thrive in a world full of temptations and evils; they ignore these rules at
their peril. “We require rules, standards, values—alone and together… We need to stay on the
straight and narrow path” (Peterson, 2018, p. xxxiv). Such traditionalist teaching can be
reassuring to those who feel confused and lost in the postmodern culture of relativism,
secularism, and nihilism.
6.2 Peterson’s contribution to existential positive psychology
Life is a struggle, whether it is for mere survival or for achieving a good life. Given the
individual differences in circumstances and life goals, there are infinite ways to go through life;
science cannot predict which path one chooses, nor which path leads to success, however one
defines it.
But human experience, both personal and collective, current and historical, confirms the
ultimate truth that life is full of struggle and suffering, only some of which is avoidable through
one’s actions. Therefore, it seems reasonable for Peterson to assert that the undeniable reality of
suffering must be the foundation for living a meaningful life. Stated simply, Peterson raises a
fundamental question: Given the reality of suffering, what activity will you pursue today
which will be not only good for you, but also for those around you and beyond? What activity
will you pursue that will be good for you not just for today, but also for tomorrow, days after
tomorrow, and forever?
This is the fundamental question of meaning and purpose or how we should live as human
beings. Peterson’s answer to this fundamental question is also surprisingly simple: You have a
moral obligation or a responsibility to yourself and your loved ones to aim at the greatest good
according to your conscience and best understanding, then to pursue it each day with selfdiscipline, integrity, and courage. This is a narrow and difficult path demanding hard work
and self-sacrifice, but the alternative is to waste your life in misery or despair. This sounds like
a reasonable proposition worthy of serious consideration.
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The whole book is an elaboration of why and how we can walk this narrow path of making
self-sacrifice to ameliorate unnecessary suffering and bring a little bit of heaven to our earth.
His entire project is about following certain time-tested rules based on the two supreme values
of love and truth, defined and elaborated in various chapters of this book. Here is a brief
summary of Peterson’s 12 rules in his cryptic style:
Life is suffering.
Love is the desire to see unnecessary suffering ameliorated.
Truth is the handmaiden of love.
Dialogue is the pathway to truth.
Humility is recognition of personal insufficiency and the willingness to learn.
To learn is to die voluntarily and be born again, in ways great and small.
So, speech must be untrammeled, so that dialogue can take place,
so that we can all humbly learn,
so that truth can serve love,
so that suffering can be ameliorated,
so that we can all stumble forward to the Kingdom of God (Peterson, 2017).
Although Peterson makes heavy use of Jungian archetypes, his approach of taking personal
responsibility for finding meaning in suffering is very similar to Viktor Frankl’s logotherapy
(1985) and existential positive psychology (Wong, 2016a, 2016b), which is also known as second
wave positive psychology (PP 2.0) (Ivtzan, Lomas, Hefferon, & Worth, 2015; Wong, 2011). The
main tenet of existential positive psychology is that one can achieve wellbeing only through
confronting the dark side of human existence and a dialectic process of finding meaning in
ameliorating suffering.
Living each day fully does not simply mean focusing only on the present moment. It means
having the courage to “place faith in God’s Heavenly Kingdom, and the truth. That’s a
conscious decision to presume the primary goodness of Being… Once you are aligned with the
heavens, you can concentrate on the day” (Peterson, 2018, p. 351). This calls for the use of the
double-vision strategy in meaning therapy (Wong, 2016b)—to keep one eye on what we can do
at the moment, and the other eye on our spiritual vision of heaven. Peterson also challenges us
to “repair what is in disorder, and make what is already good better” (Peterson, 2018, p. 351);
this dual-systems approach (Wong, 2012b) is the most effective way to make you stronger.
Drawing from Jungian psychology, Peterson encourages his readers not only to integrate their
shadow with the ego (the apprentice-piece), but also their animus (autonomy and dominance)
with anima (communion and relationships) (the master-piece). Both personal development and
societal development depend on the transcendental function of integrating opposites with
respect to race, gender, and sexual orientation, and our capacities for good and evil. It is
unfortunate that most readers do not understand the communion focus of his last four
chapters, culminating in the symbolic act of gently petting a street cat.
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Peterson’s psychology is clearly influenced by the Daoist concept of yin-yang. This is another
basic tenet of existential positive psychology. Everything in life exists in polarities, and one
needs to navigate a balance—between order and chaos, happiness and sorrow, good and evil—
in order to survive and thrive in a harsh and competitive world (Lomas & Ivtzan, 2016; Wong,
2016c).
Peterson challenges us to follow the narrow line between chaos and order or between yin and
yang; this requires us to restore our belief in God as the source and foundation of our morality
and stay away from nihilism and all kinds of totalitarian ideologies such as Marxism,
postmodernism, rationalism, and scientism.
Unfortunately, neither mainstream psychology nor positive psychology has fully recognized
the importance of embracing the dark side of life and the dialectic nature of wellbeing. One of
the major contributions from Peterson is that he is able to make a compelling case for these
concepts, as I will show later on.
7. Overview of the book
Peterson gives advice on how to maintain a proper posture, make friends, raise children, listen,
talk, self-improve, and so on. He explains why we need to explore the opposing forces of chaos
and order and why we should choose order as the secure base in order to venture out and
tolerate chaos, and thereby grow.
7.1 Chaos vs. order
In Peterson’s words:
Chaos is the despair and horror when you feel you’ve been profoundly betrayed.
It’s the place you end up when things fall apart, when your dreams die, your
career collapses, or your marriage ends. … Order is the place and time where the
oft-invisible axioms you live by organize your experience and your actions so
that what should happen does happen (Peterson, 2018, pp. 35, 37).
However, “in its positive guise, chaos is possibility itself, the source of ideas, the mysterious
realm of gestation and birth. As a negative force, it’s the impenetrable darkness of a cave and
the accident by the side of the road” (p. 42). Thus, even in times of chaos, there is the
opportunity of rebirth, transformation, and return to order; this will happen when we choose to
accept our need for some time-tested ancient wisdom and traditional moral rules. Again, this is
the Daoist principle of yin-yang operating to restore balance-in-living.
Thus, meaning in life does not come from the straightforward pursuit of one’s ideal career and
relationships, as advocated by so many positive psychologists. Rather, meaning comes from
wisely navigating between security and risk, success and failure, or familiar grounds of
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established knowledge and unproven new possibilities until one finds one’s way (Wong,
2012b).
I agree with Peterson’s understanding of the world: “We eternally inhabit order, surrounded
by chaos. We eternally occupy known territory, surrounded by the unknown. We experience
meaningful engagement when we mediate appropriately between them. … Chaos and order
make up the eternal, transcendent environment of the living” (Peterson, 2018, p. 43). This is the
world of transcendence and polarity (Wong, 2016c).
We mess up our lives when we yield to nihilism and chaos. We experience meaning and
mature happiness “from our deepest being” (Peterson, 2018, p. 44), when we return to moral
imperatives and take personal responsibility for our wellbeing.
7.2 Steps towards restoration
The following are steps towards the restoration of order. You can redeem yourself and earn
your own salvation through sorting yourself out and developing the discipline to pursue a
higher good.
1. Know yourself. Know “where you are, so you can start to chart your course” (p. 65).
2. Your life has significance. “You have a vital role to play in the unfolding destiny of the
world” (p. 62).
3. Restore order to your life. “Bring the divine force of Hope to bear on the world” (p. 63).
4. Discipline yourself. Have the willpower to refine your personality, redirect your
destination, and endure hardship. “He who has a why can bear almost any how”
(Nietzsche, as quoted in Frankl, 1985).
5. Aim at a more spiritual future. “You could help direct the world, on its careening
trajectory, a bit more toward Heaven and a bit more away from Hell” (p. 63).
6. Devote your life to something higher and bigger than yourself. “That would give you a
Meaning, with a capital M. That would justify your miserable existence” (pp. 63-64).
7. Navigate between chaos and order. You can recreate order in the midst of chaos, experience
happiness in the midst of miseries.
7.3 Peterson’s 12 Rules of Life
The titles for his 12 rules of life are as follows:
1. Stand up straight with your shoulders back;
2. Treat yourself like someone you are responsible for helping;
3. Make friends with people who want the best for you;
4. Compare yourself to who you were yesterday, not to who someone else is today;
5. Do not let your children do anything that makes you dislike them;
6. Set your house in perfect order before you criticize the world;
7. Pursue what is meaningful (not what is expedient);
8. Tell the truth—or, at least, don’t lie;
9. Assume that the person you are listening to might know something you don’t;
10. Be precise in your speech;
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11. Do not bother children when they are skateboarding;
12. Pet a cat when you encounter one on the street.
All these rules are action-oriented, but together they identify the characteristics of a
responsible, fully-functioning human being, who not only enjoys a productive, rewarding life,
but also contributes to the wellbeing of humanity.
We can readily relate the above rules to major psychological concepts from Carl Rogers (1961),
Abraham Maslow (1975, 1998), Viktor Frankl (1985), and Wong’s (2016b) meaning therapy.
1. Face your miserable condition with courage and confidence.
2. Stop self-sabotaging and take good care of yourself, because life is precious.
3. Find friends who support your efforts in self-improvement.
4. Focus on improving yourself daily by aiming at your highest good.
5. Be responsible in teaching your children character and how to get along with others.
6. Bring order to your own life first before trying to change the world.
7. Value and choose what is meaningful, even when it demands sacrifice.
8. Value truthfulness and speak the truth as the backbone of your character.
9. Listen with humility and an open mind as a way to learn something.
10. Speak precisely about your intentions and concerns to minimize conflicts.
11. Let “boys be boys” and “girls be girls,” accepting the reality of dominance hierarchies in
various domains.
12. Accept that life is hard for everyone; therefore, be charitable and show kindness to all
sentient beings.
7.4 Research support for Peterson’s main concepts
The most common criticism against Peterson is that he does not have research support for
many of his claims. Since the 12 Rules of Life is intended to be a self-help book, this might be
part of the reason for the scanty presence of references to 12 Rules for Life in the research
literature. Another reason is that, to the extent his rules are based on religious or mythological
truth, it stands on its own legs without scientific support. Finally, some things are so intuitive
and self-evident, such as “one needs to take responsibility for one’s life” or “life is full of
suffering,” that support is superfluous; however, there is considerable research support for
these concepts in the literature.
7.5 Taking responsibility for one’s life
Peterson asks his readers not to beat themselves up. Rather, he challenges them to pull their
weight conscientiously without complaint. This theme runs through the entire book:
To stand up straight with your shoulders back is to accept the terrible
responsibility of life, with eyes wide open. It means deciding to voluntarily
transform the chaos of potential into the realities of habitable order. It means
adopting the burden of self-conscious vulnerability, and accepting the end of the
unconscious paradise of childhood, where finitude and mortality are only dimly
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comprehended. It means willingly undertaking the sacrifices necessary to
generate a productive and meaningful reality (it means acting to please God, in
the ancient language) (Peterson, 2018, p. 27).
There is considerable research evidence on the importance of being responsible or
conscientious in a world full of competition, dominance hierarchies, and unequal distribution
of resources. It is supported by research in sociobiology (Gilbert, 2016; Wilson, 2000). It is also
supported by extensive psychological research on self-determination (Deci & Ryan, 2002), selfefficacy (Bandura, 1982), self-regulation (Bandura, 1991), self-control (Baumeister, Vohs, & Tice,
2007), and internal locus of control (Rotter, 1966). Responsibility is also important in selfforgiveness and making reparations (Bell, Davis, Griffin, Ashby, & Rice, 2017).
“Responsibility changes everything. … The moment we decide that we are the ones who are
capable of and responsible for changing things, everything shifts” (Izzo, 2012, p. 1). We not
only need to choose the growth mindset (Dweck, 2007) but also the grit mindset of selfdiscipline, self-sacrifice, and courage for some greater good (Duckworth, 2016; Wong, 2014b,
2018b). In sum, without assuming personal responsibility, no one can survive and thrive as a
healthy, independent adult. Similarly, no society can long survive, if its citizens do not have
any sense of social responsibility or civil duty.
A lot of research has also shown that conscientiousness is the best predictor of school and
career success (Ivcevic & Brackett, 2014; Kern, Friedman, Martin, Reynolds, & Luong, 2009).
“Conscientiousness—a tendency to be responsible, hardworking, and organized—mattered at
every point in the human life cycle. It even predicted how long people lived—with more
accuracy than intelligence or background” (Ripley, 2013, p. 123). According to Clifton
StrengthsFinders (Gallup University, 2004):
Your Responsibility theme forces you to take psychological ownership for
anything you commit to, and whether large or small, you feel emotionally bound
to follow it through to completion. Your good name depends on it. If for some
reason you cannot deliver, you automatically start to look for ways to make it up
to the other person. Apologies are not enough. Excuses and rationalizations are
totally unacceptable (p. 60).
In sum, taking responsibility means to choose one’s own preferred path, to pursue one’s ideals,
and to make painful sacrifices for something more important than one’s own life. Peterson
dares to paint responsibility in all its challenges and potentials. The alternative is unthinkable—
it means living out the rest of one’s life in the living hell of unfulfilled promise, guilt, and
regret.
7.6 Suffering is the foundation for living a good life
Suffering is an inevitable aspect of living, such as the need to toil, the travail of birth, sickness,
accidents, disability, and death. Natural suffering needs to be accepted and embraced.
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However, intentional infliction of suffering on others for one’s own gain or for its own sake is
evil. Most of the horrible sufferings in the world come from human-inflicted suffering. The
reality of suffering is so evident in human history and in the daily news, reflecting the fact that
“each human being has an immense capacity for evil” (Peterson, 2018, p. 197).
Citing Christ, Buddha, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky, Nietzsche, and Frankl, Peterson argues that all
great thinkers have framed their solutions by beginning with this acknowledgement. He puts
forward that we do not need scientific proof that life is suffering, because every living human
being can attest to that fundamental fact of life. He also posits that the human proclivity
towards evil is also a self-evident truth: We pick up bad habits naturally, but it requires effort
and a moral compass to become a good person.
For years, I have also been arguing that to understand happiness and wellbeing without
considering the dark side of human existence is just as irresponsible as physicians and medical
scientists focusing only on physical health without addressing the reality of pathogens and
pain (Thin et al., 2017; Wong & Bowers, 2018).
“The good life” is not one that is achieved through momentary pleasures or
defensive illusions, but through meeting suffering head on and transforming it
into opportunities for meaning, wisdom, and growth, with the ultimate objective
being the development of the person into a fully-functioning, mature being. On
this formula for happiness, age-old wisdom and modern science are in
agreement (Emmons, 2003, p. 156).
The above passage is actually from Robert Emmons’ (2003) book, The Psychology of Ultimate
Concerns. Peterson has taken one step further beyond Emmons by claiming that ancient
wisdom—in terms of myths, symbols, and religions—is more important than modern science in
teaching us who we are (our human nature), where we came from (our cultural heritage), and
how we should live (our moral compass for the present and the future) in order to advance
wellbeing for oneself and humanity.
The difficulties intrinsic to life itself are sufficient to weaken and overwhelm each
of us, pushing us beyond our limits, breaking us at our weakest point. Not even
the best-lived life provides an absolute defence against vulnerability. … The
honest human spirit may continually fail in its attempts to bring about Paradise
on Earth. It may manage, however, to reduce the suffering attendant on existence
to bearable levels. The tragedy of Being is the consequence of our limitations and
the vulnerability defining human experience (Peterson, 2018, p. 216).
In short, Peterson eschews the simplistic answers of American positive psychology and
challenges us with the idea that existential truth and meaning can only be found in negotiating
the right balance between life and death, happiness and misery, strength and weakness, and
reason and faith. He even argues that the self-centered pursuit of happiness and success
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without any ethical concerns is by itself a course to evil and suffering. Meaning and happiness
are experienced in striving for the right balance in the dialectical process: “Perhaps happiness is
always to be found in the journey uphill” (Peterson, 2018, p. 94).
Down through history, many people have advocated the importance of focusing on the
positive, from Seligman’s (2002) positive psychology movement to the Chinese Communist
Party’s attempt to control the media (Bandurski, 2015; Lim & Bergin, 2018). In the most extreme
case, Buddha’s father created an artificially positive environment where the young prince
experienced only pleasures and beauty (Diamond Way Buddhism, 2018). No matter how
laudable, these attempts will not work in the long run, because suffering is ubiquitous and
universal, as Peterson has argued.
In psychology, the negativity bias in information processing, evaluation, and emotion has been
well-documented (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Kanouse & Hanson,
1972; Lewicka, Czapinski, & Peeters, 1992; Rozin & Royzman, 2001). Our brains have evolved
with this negativity bias because of its survival value. Wong and Weiner (1981) have also
demonstrated a negative bias in spontaneous attribution search.
Scientific research has also shown that psychological pain is real and undeniable in terms of
subjective phenomenological reports and objective neuro-physiological measures (Biro, 2010).
Both Peterson and existential positive psychology believe that it is more adaptive to accept the
reality of suffering and pain. Research shows that psychological pain, whatever the cause, can
be best overcome by directly accepting it (Linehan, 1993), by confronting rather than
suppressing it (Cioffi & Holloway, 1993), and by transforming its meaning (López-Solà, Koban,
& Wager, 2018).
7.7 The need for sacrifice and navigating between chaos and order
Consistent with existential positive psychology, Peterson begins his analysis of meaning in life
with the recognition that “pain and suffering define the world” (Peterson, 2018, p. 172). Given
this bleak reality, Peterson (2018) argues that:
Sacrifice can hold pain and suffering in abeyance, to a greater or lesser degree—
and greater sacrifices can do that more effectively than lesser. Of that, there can
be no doubt. Everyone holds this knowledge in their soul. Thus, the person who
wishes to alleviate suffering… will make the greatest of sacrifices… He will
forego expediency. He will pursue the path of ultimate meaning. And he will in
that manner bring salvation to the ever-desperate world (p. 172).
Different from traditional views of meaning, Peterson focuses on both the dynamic, dialectic,
and integrative nature and process of meaning, as proposed by Wong’s (2011, 2012b) dualsystems process of the good life. Thus, meaning is primarily not a static trait, but the process
and outcome of a balancing and integrative act, characterized by the mature happiness of
attunement, inner peace, and harmony (Wong, 2014c; Wong & Bowers, 2018). This integrative
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process of individuation, according to Jung, may take continuous effort over a lifetime (Wong,
2009).
Peterson (2018) reasons that:
If there is something that is not good, then there is something that is good. If the
worst sin is the torment of others, merely for the sake of the suffering
produced—then the good is whatever is diametrically opposed to that. The good
is whatever stops such things from happening (p. 198).
Thus, the fundamental ontological choice for each person is between good and evil, between
meaning as the higher good, as opposed to the expediency of immediately gratifying carnal
desires. To reduce suffering and seek the betterment of one’s own life and other people’s lives,
we are responsible to choose the narrow path of following the former, in spite of the fact that
we are constantly surrounded by evils and temptations.
Living a deeply fulfilling and meaningful life depends on both the depth of one’s sacrifice and
the height of one’s mission. Peterson’s greatest contribution to the positive psychology of
meaning is to define meaning in life as sacrificing something of personal value at the present
for a better future of greater value for both self and society. Thus, to serve something greater
than the self is an empty statement if it does not demand the sacrifice of expediency and the
risk of failures and dangers in serving a higher purpose.
The main consequence of attaining meaning goes beyond personal happiness, wellbeing, or
success; rather, it is the development of a moral character strong enough to endure the storms
of life and ennoble humanity in the process. A single courageous act of sacrifice can redeem the
past and ennoble future generations. The retroactive and proactive benefits of meaning are
clearly described by Frankl (1985).
The benefits of meaningful action also extend to your future, the people around you, and the
broader world:
If you act properly, your actions allow you to be psychologically integrated now,
and tomorrow, and into the future, while you benefit yourself, your family, and
the broader world around you. Everything will stack up and align along a single
axis. Everything will come together. This produces maximum meaning. …
Meaning trumps expedience. Meaning gratifies all impulses, now and forever.
That is why we can detect it (Peterson, 2018, p. 199).
These new insights from Peterson call for new research strategies that incorporate both the
precondition of suffering and the dialectic process of balancing between positives and
negatives. Such research also calls for perspective studies and objective measures of adaptive
success and wellbeing in overcoming difficult life circumstances.
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8. Conclusions
Peterson’s leitmotif throughout the book is that life is suffering and human beings are fragile:
We can be damaged, even broken, emotionally and physically, and we are all
subject to the depredations of aging and loss. This is a dismal set of facts, and it is
reasonable to wonder how we can expect to thrive and be happy (or even to
want to exist, sometimes) under such conditions (Peterson, 2018, p. 338).
This assessment of our human condition may have to do with his personal experience of
helplessly seeing his two children suffering from illnesses, but reflects the position of many
existential philosophers.
Therefore, the real challenge for positive psychology should be: How can we be at our best,
when life is at its worst? How can we soar above all the hardships and traumas in a splendid
display of the noble and defiant human spirit? How can we still experience joy and happiness,
even when nothing goes right and our problems will not go away?
Peterson found his answer in accepting suffering as an inherent part of existence that requires
no explanation; his “realization of the tight interlinking between vulnerability and Being was
the best answer [he] had… there’s something to be said for recognizing that existence and
limitation are inextricably linked” (Peterson, 2018, p. 343). This is just the way life is. For
everything good that exists, there must be some limitation. His other answer is that since life is
so hard, be kind to all sentient beings and savour the simple pleasures in life: “If you pay
careful attention, even on a bad day, you may be fortunate enough to be confronted with [the]
small opportunities” of petting a cat, seeing a little girl dancing on the street, or having a good
cup of coffee in a café that cares about its customers (Peterson, 2018, p. 353).
In an outstretched arm and the tender touch of a street cat, this simple symbolic gesture speaks
volumes of Peterson’s idea of heaven on earth. The good life is (a) finding a sanctuary of peace
in the middle of a storm (Wong & Bowers, 2018); (b) being connected with nature, with all
sentient beings, and with the creator in perfect harmony; and (c) reaching out to the less
advantaged with compassion. In that magic moment of connection, we become fully human as
we transcend all egotistic interests and the differences that divide us in our attempt to embrace
the sacredness of life as our common ground (Wong, 2016c).
It is so difficult for human beings to be happy, because people are complicated and life is hard.
None of the theories and research findings will work for all people all the time, since all of us
have to contend with so many issues, from political-economic problems, to relational,
emotional, and health issues, to the demons dwelling in our unconscious.
Throughout the entire book, Peterson leads us through the vast terrain of suffering—the dark
valleys and the steep mountains—without circumventing difficult controversial issues. With
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brutal acuity, he dismantles the ideology of cultural Marxism and postmodern feminism. He
then articulates an alternative vision of personal responsibility; his 12 rules are designed to
challenge people to bring order to their own lives in a chaotic world, so that they can grow and
become what they were meant to be for themselves, their families, and their communities.
Strictly speaking, the 12 rules are not just an antidote to chaos, because the ultimate aim of life
is not a stagnant state of security. When people are stuck in this state of complete equilibrium
and stability, boredom and entropy will set in, unless they find something to strive for or fight
against. Frankl (1985) has made the same point that full mental health or meaningful living
depends on maintaining a healthy tension within us moving forward, rather than struggling to
maintain an impossible-to-sustain equilibrium.
Like riding a bicycle, life is a balancing act between order and chaos. Peterson’s 12 rules can be
best understood as the life intelligence we all need to maintain a precarious dynamic balance
between opposite forces as we move forward, in spite of the ups and downs of life.
Sorting out one’s inner lobster and getting established in the world is only half of Peterson’s
vision of the good life. His neo-Darwinist view of struggling to improve one’s ranking in the
dominance hierarchy, even at its best, represents a shallow life, not strong enough to be
sustained in times of trials and temptations. The other half of Peterson’s vision has to do with
sorting out one’s spiritual core (whether it is the Buddha nature or the image of God) by
discovering the still small voice of one’s conscience and paying attention to time-tested truths
based on collective ancient wisdom. This vertical transcendental dimension adds depth to our
lives and enables us to aim at the highest good of ameliorating suffering and establishing
heaven on earth.
Human progress depends on how we resolve the tension between our inner lobster and inner
divinity. The following quote seems to suggest that, in the highest level of human development
in an ideal society, the balance will tip in favour of the spiritual side:
Attend to the day, but aim at the highest good. Now, your trajectory is
heavenward. That makes you hopeful. … Who knows what existence might be
like if all decide to strive for the best? Who knows what eternal heavens might be
established by our spirits, purified by truth, aiming skyward, right here on the
fallen Earth? (Peterson, 2018, pp. 111, 199).
Similarly, Maslow (1971) also recognized that self-actualization cannot be the end-game; in his
revised needs hierarchy, the highest achievement is self-transcendence—losing one’s self in
serving a higher purpose and helping others to become their best. Thus, transition from selfactualization to self-transcendence represents a hero’s ultimate balancing act, with one foot in
ascending one’s dominance hierarchy and the other foot in using one’s gifts to serve others.
That is why a compassionate and responsible liberal democracy offers freedom and the best
hope to create an ideal existence.
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Peterson has a simple, pragmatic, and non-ideological way to transform individuals’ lives and
the world. His prescription reminds us of Covey’s (1989) book, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People, which is based on traditional Judeo-Christian values, the foundation of Western
civilization. It is hard to argue against these time-tested values, which are the cornerstones of
any civil society and the Western judicial system. Much of what Peterson has prescribed, such
as speaking the truth and being kind to animals, are truisms that do not require scientific proof.
I believe that Frankl’s (1985) Man’s Search for Meaning, Warren’s (2014) The Purpose Driven Life,
and Peterson’s (2018) 12 Rules for Life have one thing in common, accounting for their
extraordinary appeal: they all proceed from a spiritual worldview that recognizes the existence
of God and a transcendental reality. From this perspective, they emphasize that the good life is
not about what you can get from life, but what life demands from you—your responsibility to
make a special contribution for the glory of God and for the wellbeing of humanity, based on
the opportunities you craft for your life.
Peterson’s book contributes to our understanding of both the depth and breadth of existential
meaning, which is missing in the positive psychology of meaning (e.g., Smith, 2017). His
existential-spiritual-dialectical view of the good life is the same as my existential positive
psychology or PP 2.0 (Wong, 2011, 2012c). A few days ago, I actually dreamed of a great
showdown pitching Seligman’s (2011) PERMA against the existential dialectical approach of
Peterson’s 12 Rules or Wong’s 12 Steps (Wong, 2016d) to determine which approach produces
more lasting positive changes in people through a series of real-life challenges.
Given the continued replication crisis in psychology (Yong, 2018), it becomes increasingly
difficult for positive psychology to claim that major life decisions about one’s wellbeing and
future direction should be based on empirical research findings. What is needed is to go
beyond convenience sampling with college students and self-report methodology. We need
more collaborative and holistic research methods that incorporate real life experiences of
persons from varied cultural heritages (Wong, 2017).
I highly recommend 12 Rules for Life, because it presents many helpful insights for both
researchers and practitioners in positive psychology. But I have to warn readers that some of
his rants may be offensive to those who do not share his conservative leanings. Another
weakness of this book, as I have alluded to earlier, is that it can be a frustrating experience
wading through opaque passages. However, if you are willing to tolerate these minor
limitations, you will be rewarded for reading this book.
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